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Abstract  Religion is related to person’s will. But faith of the people is established on the basis of their environment, experience, and knowledge. The most important factor which plays great role in the formation of one’s faith is the religious knowledge. Nonetheless, person’s increasing other knowledge and experience cannot be denied in this process. According to Islamic theology, person’s faith develops unceasingly. During this development, people are expected to increase their level of consciousness. However, it is observed that external factors like environments are the main determiners on the faith of the people.

Faith necessitates an anxiety and fear. Belief in unknowable requires mental effort. Without this mental effort, real faith cannot be achieved. Major world religions ask person to make mental efforts to form such a belief. Consequently, real conscious believers are the people who work mentally and spiritually to achieve this faith. According to Islamic theology, faith is established on the basis of intellectual efforts.

In spite of the most important factor which plays great role in the formation of one’s faith is the religious knowledge, many of the people have not basis of the their religion knowledge.

In this paper we will discuss the value of the religious knowledge for the religious formation.

Faith

Generally speaking, the definition of imān is given as follows: ‘imān is to confirm’ (approve), ‘imān is confirmation in heart’, ‘imān is the contrivance of the heart’, ‘imān is to confirm by heart and to confess by speech’, ‘imān is contrivance in heart and is confession through speech’, ‘imān is confirmation of heart,
confession through speech, and performed by deeds’, ‘imān is speech and deeds’.\(^1\)
According to Paul Tillich, imān is a total and centered act of the personal self, the act of unconditional, infinite and ultimate concern.\(^2\) Briefly Faith is the state of being ultimately concerned.\(^3\)

According to the father of all modern Protestant Theology, Schleiermacher, imān is the feeling of unconditional dependence. Of course, feeling so defined does not mean in religion what it means in popular psychology. It is not vague and changing but has a definite content.\(^4\)

Also confirming messages preached by the Muhammad in detail is called taṣāli; while confirming his regulations as a whole is called icmpāl imān. To achieve this, it is enough a faithful believer (mu‘min) to think that the Prophet is truthful.\(^5\)

Because Islamic theologians recognize intelligence (reason) as a basic condition for imam they questioned the taqlīdī (imitated, following the authority, imitation in legal matters) so they claimed that imān should be the result of observation (nazar) and proof (istidlāl/reason). Even so, the opinion of rejecting taqlīdī imān has become so extreme that common people who have no knowledge about logic and dialect are considered as non-believers, and this view has been expressed with the term kufr al-āmmeh. Mu'tazilite sect claimed that a person having taqlīdī imān is a fāsiq (sinful) or a non-believer. Ash'arites, among Ahl al-Sunnah (main stream orthodoxy), who consider taqlīdī imān as something null had been criticized\(^6\). Because of this doctrine according to their criticism, this person is not a Pagan and non-believer, but cannot be called a mu‘min (true believer) as well.

Besides this, Māturidī stated that the path leading to Imān is proof (istidlāl)\(^7\) and the knowledge acquired by thus way is a means leading to confirmation. He puts knowledge (ilm) at the heart of imān and states that a person having taqlīdī imān

\(^{4}\) Tillich, ibid, p. 38.
\(^{5}\) Sachakhlyzade, Nashru ‘t-tawālī, Cairo 1924, p. 375.
\(^{7}\) Māturidī, Kitāb al-Tawḥīd, p. 287.
(imitated faith) cannot be excusable. But representatives following Māturidī in the later centuries have accepted that taqlīdī imān is acceptable.8

The basic feature of imān is described as believing in ghayb (unseen). Thus when the qualities of believers (mu’mins) are being stated in the Qur’an it has been emphasized that they have faith (imān) in ghayb; “Who believe in (that) the unseen” (Q. 2:3). This acknowledgement influenced the famous Christian theologian St. Thomas. According to his opinion: “knowledge is related to objective-seen being, whereas, imān is related to the unseen. This is why imān cannot be mentioned where knowledge exists.”9 That’s why it has been accepted that there is certainty within imān. As a matter of fact, it has been stated in the Qur’an: “Only those are Believers who have believed in God and His Apostle, and have never since doubted” (Q. 49:15)

Generally speaking imān is a human attribution (homo credo faith). Because suggestion as regards imān are suggestions which no man can refuse or ignore, besides being a human attribution, imān is connected with man’s soul. Thus, the Christian theologians described the word as mental acceptance, confidence of heart and submission of the will power therefore; this is an explanation, which shows that it is a concept that surrounds a person completely.

Tillich, who describes imān as the most exalted interest of mankind, also accepts that it is a central act. He states that: “Faith is the state of being ultimately concerned”. According to him, imān is in the center of the person’s private life, and it surrounds all aspects of life.12 According to him, faith as ultimate concern is an act of the total personality. Imān at the center unites all emotional, mental, spiritual,
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10 James, W. The Will to Believe, New York, 1979, p. 14; K. James Clark, Return to Reason: A Critique of Enlightenment Evidentialism and a Defense of Reason and Belief in God, USA 1990, p. 103; Armand Maurer, St. Thomas Aquinas, Faith, Reason and Theology, Manitoba 1987, p. Int. XVIII.
12 Tillich, P. Dynamics of Faith p. 4.
physical and even conscious and unconscious aspects of personal life. Just like how mankind is made up of the unity of these elements without separation and they form mankind’s aspects, which cannot be separated, similarly îmân, which penetrates mankind’s soul, has connections with and makes influence over these elements. Therefore, îmân can neither be created as a product of the mind, nor can it be considered as the effort of the will nor can it be regarded as the results of emotional acts. îmân is an unknown phenomenon, which includes all of these elements.

Belief

Belief may be divided into different categories. As a matter of fact, stages of this concept have been examined. Also in English ‘belief’ which is separated into two parts ‘belief in’ and ‘belief that’ is given as different meaning. Having examined different degrees of belief in detail, H. H. Price (1899-1971), focused on examples concerning both parts. But the result Price reached, it can be seen that outline of this classification cannot be drawn absolutely. Since sometimes ‘belief in’ (amana bih) can be reduced to ‘belief that’ (amana leh). In addition to this, the slight difference between the two can be explained as follows: Belief that is only accepting certain propositions. When we talk about such a belief regarding ‘being of Allah’, we would only accept the existence of a ‘being called God’. This states a mental acceptance. The belief of the Satan’s in God is in this category. So for a person accepting the suggestion that God Exists”, it does not necessarily mean that he must be real Muslim (mu‘min). A person can be satisfied by only claiming to be a believer in accordance with the first degree (belief that).
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13 Tillich, ibid, p. 106.
14 Tillich, P. Systematic Theology, Chicago: The University of Chicago, 1951, III, 133.
17 Nasafi, Tabsira al-adilla, I, 59-60.
19 Price, ibid, p. 149, 152; comp. Nasafi, Tabsira, 56.
Taking the difference between faith and belief into consideration, we can say that imān, is a more special concept, being privileged with religious attribution. In other words, imān is used in connection with a specific religion. Belief is not a religious category. Thus the acceptance of a religious person is basically called imān, not belief.

THE STRUCTURE OF COGNITIVE OF FAITH

Emotions

Having made comments on religion psychologists stated that there is no one whole, unique religious excitement; there could be generally widespread and deep common excitements stimulated by religious topics. For example, divine love, is not different from emotional love, it is only a feeling of human love which has tendency towards religious topics and values. Sacred love, which is one of the basic aims of all religions, is emphasized as divine love in the statements of Qur’an and it has been considered as the property of a sound belief.

Just like all the acts of mankind’s spiritual life, according to Tillich, there is emotion in imān, and emphasizes that this emotion does not form faith. According to his opinion, faith has unity within the act of imān that does not prevent one from the domination of the objects. This can dominate so much as to determine the formation of imān, but it cannot create the act of faith.

Islamic theology (Kalām), which forms the philosophy of religious belief, has been criticized because of the lacking of feelings in hearth/emotions. Still, it cannot be said that they deny the emotional aspect of belief. But it is a fact that the Islamic theologians have ignored such topics. The explanations about confirmation
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point out that imān have an emotional aspect as well as the “kullī” (whole) state of imān. According to Tillich’s opinion, imān having a “kullī” state, it is natural that it has emotional aspect just like other element. It has been seen that his opinion has been practised in Christian theology, and that generally in Islamic Kalām knowledge it’s not at this degree. In Islamic opinion this matter is more practised in Sufism (Islamic mysticism), Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728/1328), famous theologian, explains emotional element of imān as “deeds of heart” and states that imān comprises deeds of heart such as fear of Allah, divine love and reliance on God. Ibn Taymiyyah accepts and confirms deeds of heart with the exception of confirmation concept. This is why he criticizes scholars who equalize imān with confirmation. According to his explanation, in order to have imān in heart first it is necessary to confirm God and his messenger and later love them. Otherwise, while hating Allah and his messenger only confirming will not be accepted as imān.

Will

The ‘imān–will’ relation gives different results according to the point of view. In other words, is imān an act of will, or is it a psychological state? Is imān something, which we perform, or is it something, happens to us? The voluntarists who claim that we can control our belief say “yes” to the first question while, the involuntarists confirm the second part.

St. Thomas who describes belief as “a mental act motivated by the effect of the will”, says that imān is formed with will. Soren Kierkegaard (1768-1864) says that every belief is gained by the decision of will, so he appears as a radical voluntarist at the extreme level.

Those who claim that imān is unwilling consider that it is not an act. Because faith is not an act it cannot be the element of any recommendation or can it be

32 Pojman, *ibid*, p. 146.
element of any commandment. According to David Hume (1711-1776), who is a main representative of this idea, belief is unintentional. 

The will forms the source of difference between confirmation and contrivance. Usually contrivance has nothing to do with will and personal effort, whereas for confirmation intervention of the will is necessary. To illustrate what I have said, let’s consider a person who sees an object soon after his sight without the intervention of the will an acknowledgement of that object happens. However, confirmation does not happen like this.

There is a connection between the function of will and “confirmation” in formation of imān.

Taftazānī (d. 793/1390) says that this explanation is difficult to understand. He says that, such confirmation is a kind of knowledge, and that knowledge is a psychological condition rather than an intentional and willingful act. In other words, faith is completely a psychological phenomenon. In this situation can we say that will contributes in formation of imān? Taftazānī gives an answer to this question too. If imān is a psychological circumstance it cannot be defined as a willingful act. But, in order to reach to this circumstance the effect of will is needed. Will be able to seen during taking steps with means, in focusing ideas and thoughts towards that direction, in removing obstacles in order to gain imān. Mankind is given the responsibility to be faithful. Sometimes since it is not enough, contrivance can be manifested without such intentional achievements and acquirements.

According to Paul Tillich, who considers the act of imān as unwilling, certainly something which will ultimately worry a person could be a confirmation of his will. Faith is not a creation of the will. In the ecstasy of faith the will to accept and to surrender is an element but not the cause.

If we use think the nature of mental structure—such as one’s imagination of world, the conditions around him, the physical and social environment in which he
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lives, his wills, targets -depends or early experience, the problem will be automatically solved.

**Deeds**

Ahl al-Sunnah, arguing about faith-deeds relation, says that deeds are not a part of faith. At the same time they do not refuse the importance at the relation faith and believer’s behaviors. They accept the relation between faith and deeds; even so, some of them say that these are signs of imān. Thus faith, which is mystic concept, is reinforced with practice. As Clark expressed, putting the belief into act reinforces faith. Put it this way deeds are protectors of faith and sustain it.

According to the Māturidī sect, a belief (doctrine) that faith increases or decreases is not acceptable. However, Māturidī believes that the faith is strengthened or being enfeebled. The Ash’ari and Mu’tazilite schools of thought, say that faith increases with obedience and decreases with sins. But the increase this dimension of increase in faith is in terms of attributions, not essence.

**Information/Knowledge**

Religion as a subject of belief has developed with humanity and has become an establishment, which exists with the existence of mankind. No community has existed living in total atheism in any era. Social factors are important in establishing faith, which forms the main essence of religion.

The communication systems are one of the effective exterior elements, which influence formation of faith. Some researchers say that these systems are the most effective medium “that can be used to convince and to motivate people”; while others claim that these systems are limited. According to the first opinion “likes
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and choices, beliefs and convictions of masses, interest and concerns, thoughts of people are under the control of communication systems. This results in a considerable influence in the formation of people’s faith. Results of a research have showed that, media not only motivates people towards certain ideas but also helps strengthening existing ideas of people.

Besides customs, traditions, and media there are other factors like school, family and close friends which effect formation of faith. In fact, the prophetic hadith expressed the influence of family as follows: “Every new born baby born within a natural creation. Father and mother of the baby makes him Jewish, Christian of Fireworshipper. If the mother-father is a Muslim, then the child is a Muslim”. Ghazālī (d. 505/1111), in connection with this hadith, writes that whichever faith is suggested to children from youth will determine their future life.

Many scholars of Islam acknowledge this “natural creation” concept as “being created with ability to direct towards religion” or “ability to believe” (have faith). According to some researches, the most influential 3rd, element is close friends after the family and school. According to the inquiries made on 400 students attending different high schools in Ankara, the influence of friends followed family and school in terms of having faith in God or disbelief. This result makes the hadith “The person follows the religion of his close friend. So be careful in selecting your friends” more meaningful.

Ghazālī considered exterior information factor, which influence the formation of faith, and he said: “I saw that always children of Christians were raised up as Christians, children of Jews were raised up as Jewish, children Muslims were raised up as Muslims”. J. J. Rousseau (1712-1778) who says that the faith of people are “like geographical books of knowledge” and he states that everybody accepts the religion taught to them, that they are “circumcised, baptized, Jewish, Muhammadan,
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Christian” according to the country they live in and that “God knows how many Christian Catholics live in Rome, who could have been good Muslims if they were born in Mecca. Similarly, the honorable and good Turkish living in Asia could have been good Christians if they were living together with us”. In this regard, the research made on students in America Berkeley University, which shows that their religious beliefs are the same with their neighborhood, is very meaningful.

The observations of Ghazâlî and Rousseau are emphasized by the following statements in the Qur’an “And Noah, said: "O my Lord! Leave not of the unbelievers, a single one on earth! "For, if Thou dost leave (any of) them, they will but mislead Thy devotees, and they will breed none but wicked ungrateful ones”. (Q. 71:26-27) This Qur’anic verse states that they rise up their children in the direction of their own religious beliefs.

In this point, the society has a considerable effect over conversions to different religions in other words conversions in faith. The need for social support to protect religious beliefs and making influence over individual faith by using social pressure are because of this pressure of the society. An investigation made on youngsters converting to different religions in the West, says that 42 % percent of them convert as a result of social pressure.

In the Qur’an it has been commanded “Already has He sent you Word in the Book, that when ye hear the signs of God held in defiance and ridicule, ye are not to sit with them unless they turn to a different theme: if ye did, ye would be like them.” (Q. 4:140; See. 6:68)

THE COGNITIVE FORM OF BELIEF

Cognition is a word, which means mental functions for learning about our world, and understanding it, this concept comprises stages such as perception, memory, reasoning, thinking, and understanding. How a person receives information from the world surrounding him and how he selects them, how he
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conveys information and how he arranges it; how he constructs the imaginative form of reality and turns it into knowledge, all these questions are answered by the term cognition.\(^{59}\)

A believer thinks that he knows about the truthfulness of some religious principles. This situation is similar to the accepted knowledge we obtain from our community; knowledge which we have no doubt. Believer (mu'min) will acknowledge the basis of faith, which he learns from books or religious authorities\(^{60}\). This has been stated in the Qur’an as follows “Only those wish to hasten it who believe not in it: those who believe hold it in awe, and know that it is the Truth. Behold, verily those that dispute concerning the Hour are far astray.” (Q. 42:18) In terms of Kalām knowledge, to become a believer, it is not enough to know only the basis of faith in religion. A person must consider them important. Just gaining knowledge like a western student of Islam is not enough in Islam, having this knowledge does not mean that a person possesses the cognitive form of faith seen in believers.

A person, who has a certain faith and attitude when encountering opposite attitudes he turns away from it. While he is successful in this withdrawal attitude, he will not understand the contrary things and his belief and attitudes will be protected, and will be ensured.\(^{61}\) In the Qur’an it has been said: "Say: "Everyone acts according to his own disposition: But your Lord knows best who it is that is best guided on the Way." (Q. 17:84) It is possible to say that the character here is a cognitive form, which has shaped the personality with advantages.\(^{62}\)

For example, a person who is opponent of a religious sect does not attend meetings held by members of that sect or does not read articles supporting their doctrine.\(^{63}\) With the expression of Qur’an “The unbelievers say: “Listen not to this


\(^{62}\) According to Zamakhshārī (d. 538/1144);” shakilah” is the cognitive form of a person’s faith accruing within axis of perversion and way of Islam (hidayeh) (Cf. al-Kasshaf, Beirut 1980, II, 373.

\(^{63}\) Krech-Crutchfield, ibid, p. 222.
Qur’an, but talk at random in the midst of its (reading), that ye may gain the upper hand!” (Q. 49:26) by talking with these expressions they wanted do prevent it from being read.

According to the news of Qur’an, the non-believers say: “Our hearts are under veils, concealed from that to which thou dost invite us, and in our ears in deafness, and between us and there is a screen: so do thou (what thou wilt); for us, we shall do what we will.” (Q. 49:5) In these above expressions there is a rebellious psychological nature. Besides trying to understand they do not even want to listen to. Whereas, understand something, it is necessary to request it. As a matter of fact, the Qur’an emphasizes this point as follows: “But people have cut off their affair of unity, between them, into sects: each party rejoices in that which is with itself.” (23:53)

This attitude shows that a person’s needs during formation of faith, his mental set and mood are effective in the selections of comprehension.64

Initially, a person cannot understand every event in his surroundings, he selects only appropriate ones among many objects and then he gets it. The perception of the world occurs beyond the senses of physical body depending on the society. People only listen to and read propagations of their own ideology and doctrines, or obey only leaders of their religious groups, societies. We support our worldviews and insist that these opinions are correct.65

The same object with individuals having different mental sets shall be commented on a different way by selective sensitization method this is because of the mental set. This is why; a person’s expectation, previous experiences and acceptances put forward different connections in producing new perceptions.66

The mental structure of mankind has been expressed by some Qur’anic verse. (Such as Q. 2:26) The above-mentioned verse points out to the difference between understanding and comprehension of believers and non-believers. Similarly, while increasing one’s perversion, it motivates the other to the way of Islam.

Every individual accepts his own cultural and social values accordingly his behaviors as something logical or at least he believes in it.\textsuperscript{67} The mind settled within faith is not an objective mind, it is a subjective mind, which protects and supports faith and serves for it. A faith, which looks like something illogical, is logical for the individual who has this faith.\textsuperscript{68} This is why Qur’an accuses non-believers of being foolish; this means that they reduce their minds to certain fields.

This explanation reminds the claim of D.Z. Philips, one of the followers of Neo-Wittgensteinian, who thinks that there is a rationality internal to the religion. Although we agree with Philips claim of internal rationality in religion, we do not accept his rejection of looking for external evidence for it. We sincerely believe that external evidences can contribute greatly to the formation of faith.\textsuperscript{69} Confirming such an opinion is impossible in terms of the Qur’an. Because the Qur’an commands the believer to look at the earth and the heavens after then think wisely in remembrance of God. (Q. 77:17-20)

This is why theologians who are members of Māturidī and Mu’tazilite sects oppose the Ash’arites and support the idea that regardless of being addressed by the revelation, the mind has the capacity to discover God. In the other words, they claim that whether an individual has the chance to be illuminated by revelation or not does not change the fact that the intellect is responsible for believing in God.\textsuperscript{70} The Qur’an gives the example of Prophet Abraham as evidence of discovering God by using the intellect. Again the Qur’an emphasizes the importance of using the mind in various verses and it has been said that by using the mind an individual will be delivered from eternal hell fire.

Besides this, the ontological evidence in philosophy on the idea of the most true and effective concept of God in the human mind puts forward existence of Allah. This way of proof was first expressed by Ibn Sina (Avicenna), St. Anselm later it was applied by Descartes, Spinoza and Leibniz.

Because the matter of faith is a complex phenomenon, to support the idea that imān (faith) is only a matter of intelligence and ideas; means to put it in the

\textsuperscript{67} Aydin, S. Bilgi Cagında İnsan, Izmir 1994, p. 82.
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\textsuperscript{69} Kellenberger, ibid, p. 54.
\textsuperscript{70} Razi, Mafātih al-‘Ghayb, Cairo 1934-1962, XIII, 41.
limitation of narrow blocks. This is why the mental process of faith while being a part of every educated person's religious belief, is not the fundamental part.  

Faith is consists of strong emotions, but emotions are not the source of faith. With faiths content it is subjective, so it is certain in its focus, and therefore it is claims truth, consequently, it demands submission. It has a tendency towards the One and only absolute, therefore it claims truth and commitment, it is directed toward the unconditional, and appears in a concrete reality that demands and justifies such commitment.

**CONCLUSION**

It is known that the cognitive form of imān (faith) has complex features. In this regard it has a kind of mosaic nature. Ability and earnings made up the mosaic formation. Both categories (ability-earnings) have a special importance in existence and formation of faith. Imān is rejoicing feeling, consists of rational conscious, has a cognitive form of confirmation featured with a total acceptance and submission. According to St. Thomas, in classical Roman Catholic theology "will to believe" is not an act which originates in man's striving, but it is given by grace to whose will is moved by God to accept the truth of what the church teaches. This kind of interpretation agrees with the authoritarian attitude of the Roman Church.

No command to believe and no will to believe can create imān (faith). In this respect, the arguments of faith cannot form imān. This is explained as; one demands “obedience of faith”, the term can mean the element of commitment, which is implied in the state of ultimate concern. Our oscillating will cannot produce the certainty, which belongs to faith.

“Commitment to the traditions of ancestors” emphasized in the Qur’anic verses and hadiths, and “attending groups of the same religion”, “influence of family motivating the child’s faith”, “being careful in selecting friends” such explanations make clear that at the beginning of the formation of faith, the exterior factors have an initial effect. Deeds and thinking in remembrance of God (tadhakkur) which appear after acquiring faith, present us the emotion, nature and will factors. The idea
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of increasing of faith, becoming conscious in faith and exception in faith according to Islamic theology (Kalām) shows considerable differences. In the Qur'an following verse “O ye who believe! Believe in God and His Apostle, and the Scripture which He hath sent to His Apostle and the Scripture which He sent to those before him” (Q. 4:136) addresses to the emotions of believers (mu’mins) through the will dimension.

In this regard, a person who has a tendency towards religious belief and faith in God having faith (imān) is a godsend gift—this will is called natural will—is a result of his surrounding. According to Teftazānī, faith is a divine light granted by Allah who “motivates his slave’s will”. After this stage, come emotions and will and they direct the structure and dimension of faith. This is why there are conscious (muhaqqiq) religious and faithful people among Muslims, as well as Christians, and Jews.

With rejoicing and emotions and perfect will these people within enthusiasm of their faith form mental and physical state by using them to enrich their cognitive structure of faith. A hadith “The ones who were good in the era of ignorance (Jahiliyyah), are good also in the Islamic era”75 expresses good quality of the individuals.

In this respect, when Ghazālī who is a Islamic theologian, says in his autobiography that he wants to be free from traditional belief (taqlīd) that has been taught to him by his parents and teachers, and expresses this as a result of a natural habit, a godsend blessing. Again he emphasizes that his striving is not a result of his will. Finally, -with his own words- he recedes from “traditional belief” that has been given to him by his parents and teacher.

Ghazālī, searched thoroughly which of the knowledges he obtained was “haqq” (righteous), and which of them was “batil” (perverted). He obtained faith which he defined as knowledge does not bring any doubt of a matter, a position of perfect faith.76

At this point it will be useful to call attentions to one of the prophet’s hadiths that is “Jewishs have separated by seventy, also Christians by seventy one, my followers will be separated into seventy three sects. Just one of them will go to the

75 Bukhārī, “al-Anbiyā’”; 8, 14, 19, “al-Tafsīr”, Sūrah 12/2; Muslim, “al-Fadāil”, 168.
heaven.” Then among Muslim, Christian and Jewish communities, which have been separated into different sects, there are still believers who are on safe ground and who have degree of *yaqin* (absolute knowledge) information of faith, although their number is very little. In this context, many of the Qur’anic verses, which start with “most people”, end in a negative way. 

Ash’arī and Māturidī representatives of the Ahl al-Sunnah (main stream orthodoxy) sect do not give excuse for those who have taqlidī imān (imitated) because they aim to raise up informed and conscious believers.

In the cognitive structure of disbelief and faith when effects of physical and spiritual elements of morality are considered, universal dimension of faith becomes meaningful.
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